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Is there a Central Sun? 

FROM time immemorial those who grl.zd ilt tltt' ~ky have 
speculated on the shape of the h('avell~. Ancient lit l'mtme 
abounds in referencell to the strllctm(' of t hl' I;},)· awl the ar
rangement of the host of stars. We no longer think that the 
stars are fixed in a crystaJ vault, but a~ Wt' PI'Il\)p further 
and further into space we still have to J'c·-:ttlj list Ollr ideas 
from time to time in the light of wider and willer knowledge. 
Now and again we have to ha.lt and t~ke stoe-k of OUI' know
ledge and see whether the latest additiolls tn our ~tOl'e of 
information lead us to change any of the viewll we IHwe hitherto 
held. 

Copernicus, in his treatise" De Revoll1tionihns " ('oneiudes 
that the Universe is spherical, bec!tUfm it is the most, perfect 
figure; because it is the most capacious figlll'O, fittest to en
olose and preserve all things; because all ohsol'vpd things 
celestial-the Sun, the Moon-are seen to have that, tihape, 
and because all things capable of assuming the ~hapci\ they 
prefer, such as drops of water and other liquid", alway:> ~cloct 
the figure of a sphere. 

Copernicus hai no sooner enunciated. hig hypothesi:3 of the 
mechanism of the Solar system, placing the Sllll in the centre 
with the planets, and the Earth as one of them, circling 
found the Sun, tha,n an objection was raised that if the Earth 
really moved round the Sun in an Ol'bit millions of ll1ile~ in 
diameter this movement oarded the observer first to olle side 
of the Sun and then to the other side so that the star~ ought 
to appear very differently as viewed from opposite ~ide~ of the 
Earth's orbit; the stars ought to be displaced with respect to 
each other, the nearer stars seeming to move mOilt and t,}lOse 
more distant moving less. As no Sllch movement could be 
seen, this was considered an insuperable objection to the 
Copernicus theory. It is true that Coperniclls himself pro
vided the answer. He said that the great distances of tho 
stars as compared with the dimensions of the Earth's orbit 
prevented the star displacements from being observed. Hi~ 
contemporaries, however, were unable to imagine a universe 
so vast, and later in the same century another eminent astro
nomer, misled by the apparent size of the discs of first magni· 
tUd.e stars, s~ggested a variation of the Copl"rniean theory, 
wh~oh for a tlme had a numbel' of supporters. With the appli
catlOn of the telescope to ast.ronomy, just. 300 years ago. 
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Galileo thought he would be able to observe some displacements 
of the stars, and proposed to observe pairs of stars, believing 
that where stars seemed to be close together they were merely 
lying in the same line of sight and were at different distances. 
He failed to measure any parallax, neither were his successors 
for 200 years any more successful. When Sir William 
Herschel in his turn attempted to make use of this method he 
also did not sucoeed in finding any measurable parallax; but 
he made another extremely interesting discovery. He found 
that some of the pairs of sta.rs he was observing were not only 
in the same line of sight but were also about the same dis
tance from us and proved them to be binary systems revolving 
round their common centre of gravity. 

It wa.s not until near the end of the eighteenth century 
that the parallax of a star was first detected, and not until 
near the middle of the nineteenth century that accurate 
measurements were made, but the number of the stars whose 
parallax has been reliably measured is now oonsiderable. 
The earlier measures were very disoordant, as might be ex
pected from measurements of quantities that were barely 
within the grasp of the instruments with which the observa
tions were made, but as more and more powerful telescopes 
have been employed a greater reliability of measurement 
has resulted, which has become apparent in more corcordant 
results. If we could measure the parallax, and thereby the 
distance, of every visible star we should be able to map out 
exactly the shape of the visible universe, but many of the 
distances are far beyond our instrumental reach and we are 
forced to fall back upon other methods of research to supple
ment our measured soundings into the depths of space. 

Following Plato, many philosophers have believed that 
the stars are arranged in a uniform manner, and it is necessary 
to examine this idea. Imagine a star sphere with a radius 
equal to the distance of the nearest star. Upon the surface 
of such a sphere there can be plaoed twelve stars at equal 
distances from each other and from the centre. Around this 
sphere imag'ne a'1other of double the radius j the surface of 
this sphere will be four times that of the inner sphere and 
fbur times the number of stars can be placed upon its surfaoe 
at the same distances from each other. Outside this imagine 
another sphere with a radius three times that of the inner 
one, and its surface will be nine times the inner one and there
fore nine times as many stars can be placed upon its surface. ' 
And so on, the number of stars the same distance apart that 
can be placed on the surface of a sphere is in proportion to ' 
the square of the radius, and if there is no loss of light in 
transmission through spaoe each sphere of stars would send the 
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same quantity of light to the cellj,f('. 11 Wt· U:-."lIl1lt·. tIl\' light 
from the stars of one sphere to 01.' t.'!J.ual tu a hUlldl'l'dth part 
of the light of the Moon, then the light from a. huudrcd ~;Udl 
spheres would be equal to the light of the :1Iloon, and from six 
hundred million such spheres would be ('(I'lill to tilt.· light 
received from the Sun. If star.:! ItrC distributed throughout 
infinite space, not uniformly but so that ('vcry region i~. 
roughly speaking, equally rich in stars, It line drawn flOm the 
Earth in any direction would reach a Iltar and ('onst'quclltly 
the whole sky should be a continuous hlaze of light, "ith 110 

spaces between, if there is no 108S of light in travelling through 
space. 

As, however, the sta.rs visible in c,-en the largest tc!eseopes 
are separated by areas of sky. we are forced to one of four 
conolusions. Either the visible universe is not infinite. or 
the light of the moot distant stars is absorbed in itlol journey 
through space, or the greater part of the light of the stars 
is obsoured by dark bodies, or large regioua of I'pace are 
devoid of stars. 

There is evidence of the existence of dark bodies in Rpa('e, 
of a size similar to that of the stanl with which the\" Ilr<' 111>-

8ociated, and if the light of the stars is obRcnred b~: ~uch M 

these it would require far more dark stars than lHight ~hlriJ 
to reduce a visibly continuous mMS of stars to the i~olat('d 
points of light we see. But it would be quite pol"i"\ible for 
somewhat small masses of matter, small !ltoncR or ('\,('n dU!lt,. 
diffused in space, to obscure the light of (listltnt s: Rl'S, but no 
possible arrangement of da.rk masse.'! of maHer that Wt' can 
imagine could, a.ccount at; the same time for th(' gradua.l in
creaEes in the number of stars and also for the delicate !ltrcams 
of nebulous lig~t associated with some of the groups of stars. 

The possible limitation of stellar light by dark masses not 
being a sufficient explanation of the dark spaces in thc sky 
we have to. consider whtther the possible loss of light in trans· 
mission through space will limit the visibility of a star. There 
are various grounds for believing either that the ether is not 
peIjectly elastic or that diffused matter in space adc', the part 
of a, fog in preventing part of the light of a. star from reaching 
us. If the light of & star is diminished in this way in passing 
through space it ill only necessary to imagine t.he star removed 
to a sufficient bu~ limited distance in Qrder for its light to be 
so diminished as to render it invisible altogether to us. Ther.) 
are several ~ounds for believing that light is absorbed in space; 
one is tha.t the number of faint stars of successive magnitudes 
is less than w~ should expect as compared with brighter stalS, 
which su,ggests t~t m&I!Y of the faint stars are fainter tha.n 
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they ought to appear, and another ground is the difficulty 
in photographing faint stars; they are photographically 
fainter than their visibility would indicate. 

As to the extent to which light is absorbed in space there 
have been attempts at estimates of the distance from which 
the light of a star would be reduoed by one magnitude, and 
applying these figures to the visible stars it means that the 
stars of, for example, the Milky Way, are really one or more 
magnitudes brighter than they seem to be. 

When the arrangement of the stars is closely examined it 
is found that in several respects they are grouped with 
some reference to the Galaxy. In the first place there is a 
more or less well-defined belt of bright stars, almost, but 
not quite, following the line of the Milky Way. Whenever 
the faint stars are blotted out, as by moonlight, so that the 
Milky Way cannot be seen, its position can be made out by 
the brighter stars which are then visible. 

A careful count of the stars away from the Galaxy shows 
that, generally speaking, there are fewer and fewer stars in 
the parts of the sky further and further remote from the Milky 
Way; so that, commencing at the galactic poles there is a 
gra,dua,l increase in the star-density as we approach the Milky 
Way. This indicates, on the assumption that apart from 
the Milky Way stars are not very differently distributed in 
the different regions of space, that the visible universe is more 
extended in the direction of the Milky Way than in the direc
tion of the galactic axis, and the number of stars courited 
in the different areas suggest that the visible stars may be 
(lontained in a spheroid whose "equatorial" measurement 
in the plane of the galaxy is two or three times as great as 
the measurement on the galactic axis. The galaxy does not 
exactly describe a great circle round the sky, that is to say. 
it tends a little to one side, and this means that the solar 
system is not exactly in the plane of the galaxy, but is dis
placed in the direction of the north galactic pole. The devia
tion of the line of the galaxy from a great circle is il-bout or 
somewhat less than two degrees, as found by Professors 
Seeliger, Pickering and Newcomb, and we may take it as 
undoubted that the galactic plane lies to the south of the solar 
system. 

A further inquiry was made by Mr. Walkey, and the results 
were published last year, as to whether the solar system 
was only displaced along the galaot.ic a,xis or whether it was 
also displaoed in a direction parallel to the galactic plane. 
'This was done by an examinat.ion of star densities with refer
ence to galactic longitude and involved the examination of 
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the places of over 900,000 stars, dh'iderl into difft'rcnt Rrea~, 
some near the galaxy and ()thers in higher galactie latitude. 
The resultant direction indicated by each gt'oup was found, 
t1.nd it varied from 222 degrees to 270 degn,cR gala(,tic longitude, 
the galactic longitude being reckoned raHtwfll'd from the 
intersection of the celestial and galactit' !:,ljUntors in Aquila. 
Having done this Mr. Walkey further examillf'd i\ group of 
stars arranged in order of spectral type, taking the 7 tYPNl of 
stars classified in the Harvard Annals, and the reflultant 
direction indicated by these varied from 230 dl'!,'l'CeS to 274 
degrees of galactic longitude. 

The third estimate was made by taldug the B type stars 
,lone, grouping the stars of thi.~ type in different IJuadrants 
aJid also gr(mpii'lg them by sextants. The resultant found 
from the B type stars by each means of gl'OUlling \\<18 230 
degrees galactic longitude. The reason for assigning greater 
importance to indications given by B typt' stars than others 
is because these stars are at greater distanc{>11 from onr s~'stem 
and their proper motion is small. From the B type ~t1trS the 
indication is given that the centre of the ,·lsible universe 
lies approximately in the direction from us of the 230th galactic 
meridian, and as our system is displaced to the north of the 
centra'! plane, the centre appears to us to be in t.he south 
galactic latitude. Four hundred of the B type stars used 
for this investigation have been estimated to have a mean 
distance from us of 500 light-years a.nd the "eqnaturial" 
radius of the containing spheroid may be e~tin1ttted at some 
larger figures, say, perhaps, 1,000 light-yeaI'll. Assuming 
these dimensions, the displacement of our sYRtem from the 
centre would place us some 400 light-years from it and the 
distance of the ga,lactic main stream must be something of 
the order of 5,000 to 6,000 light-years. 

It is curious that the indication so given of the direction 
of the centre of the universe from us should point very closely 
to the star Canopus. Canopus has several peculiaritici:>. In 
the first place its observed motion is such as to show that it is 
stationary in space wit,h respect to the B type stars. In the 
second place it is very distt1.nt, its parallax is exceedingly small, 
giving an estimated distance of nearly 500 light·years. 
~anopus is enormously large. Calculating its distance as 500 
hght.years, it is 49,000 times as bright as our SUD. From 
a study of binary systems whose dimensions are known the 
eurface brightness of the different spectral types have been 
derived, and for stars of the spectral typc of Canopus the sur· 
face ,is 21 ~imes brighter than that of the Sun. Having the 
relative bnghtness per unit of surface we can calculate thl:' 
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a.ctual dimensions of Canopus, which is thus found to be 
1~4 times the diameter of Qur Sun. 

The observed movements of the stars near Canopus are such 
as to indicate that the mass of Canopus is not less tha.n 800,000 
times, and is probably 1,400,000 times, that of the Sun, and 
it is very curious that the motion of our Sun in space, 
crosswise to Canopus, is 3'86 miles a. second, just what would 
result from the movement of our Sun in an orbit a.bout 
Canopus if the mass of Canopus is 1,400,000. 

The facts as fa.r as known may be summed up as follows ;-
(1) The centre of the visible universe is about the 

230th galactic meridian, and the direction of 
the centre from us dips to the south on account 
of our displacement parallel to the plane of th~ 
galaxy. This direction points very closely to the 
star Canopus. 

(2) Taking the.B type starl! a.lone, the distance of the 
~entre from' us is estimated at 400 light-years. 

(3) The distance of Canopus from us is oalcltlated at 
nearly 500 light-years. 

(4) Ca.nopus' enormous size iR known from his diRtal'('e 
a.nd brightness, His mass, calculatod 'from the 
motions of faint stars ill his noighhoul'h( 0() I, 
and is such as to aeoount for the speed of t.heSuu·s 
motion in space. 

(5) The Solar anta.pex is in the same gala.ctic latitudE't 
as Canopus. 

(6) If the indicated direction of the centre of tlte visible 
universe be oorrect, and Canopus is situated a.t t,he 
centre, around whioh the galaxy describes a. great 
circle on the equatorial circumference of the con
taining spheroid, the following measures Mult;-

(7) Displacement 'of the solar sYIo .. tem from the centre 
of the universe, at right-angles to the plane of 
the galaxy, 440 light-yeal'fl. 

(8) Displacement pA.raJlel to the plan€! of the galaxy, 
2()0 light-years. 

(9) Distance of the galaxy from t.he centre, a.uout 
6,780 light-years. 
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